Project Update Summer 2014

GRP Building Projects

AGS 221 LAB REMODEL
Progress – New ceiling grid & lighting
Weeks of June 15-28 – Repair concrete floor, install new floor tile

AGS 423 LAB REMODEL
Progress – New ceiling grid
Weeks of June 15-28 – In-fill concrete floor

CHILD CARE
Progress –
Weeks of June 15-28 – Schedule patch & painting. Replace carpet in 2 infant rooms early June

CSH 106 EQUIPMENT
Progress – Relocate cabinets to CSH 112
Weeks of June 15-28 – Touch up paint

CSH 109 REMODEL FOR OFFICE
Progress – HVAC & Electrical work,
Weeks of June 15-28 – carpet installation 6-18

CSH CLEANROOM 112
Progress – Plumbing, electrical, diffusers
Weeks of June 15-28 – Move laser table from 106

CSH 204A REMODEL FOR NEW BRUKER MAGNET
Progress – Installed window, ceiling, lights, compressed air
Weeks of June 15-28 – Vinyl floor base, finish electrical, paint touch up

CSH CARD ACCESS – DFD 13K3F
Progress – Hardware completely installed
Weeks of June 15-28 – Program system by DoTS

DL 160 DOTS Service Center
Progress – Estimate Approved
Weeks of June 15-28 – Order glass store front, masonry contractor

DL 145, 152, 164, & 166 ORANGE & GREEN LAB REMODELS
Progress – Estimate Approved
Weeks of June 15-28 – Remove furniture week of 6-23, disconnect power to tables, new electrical & data, order door frames and doors, locks
KFA 146 & 149 SWAP MEN’s & WOMEN’s RESTROOMS  
**Progress –**  
***Weeks of June 15-28 – On Hold***

MVF BEEF CATTLE HANDLING ADDITION  
**Progress –** Conceptual design in progress  
**Weeks of June 15-28 –** DFD project request, firm up estimate

MVF DLC 100 & 101 REPAIR DIVIDER CURTAIN  
**Progress –**  
***Weeks of June 15-28 – Contractor arrives on 6/2***

MULTI-BUILDING REKEY (RDI, SH, NH, DL) DFD 13K3G  
**Progress –** RDI, SH & DL Hardware arrived  
**Weeks of June 15-28 – Schedule hardware installation***

NH MATH LAB  
**Progress –** Start late summer/early fall

SH 122G SALES LAB  
**Progress –**  
***Weeks of June 15-28 – Order door, lockset, room empty***

SH 222 FINANCE LAB  
**Progress –** Scope of project finalized & approved  
**Weeks of June 15-28 – Room empty, order materials***

SH CORRIDOR LIGHTING REPLACEMENT  
**Progress –** Expect work to start in mid-July

**PR Projects**

GRIMM/MCMILLAN INSTALL NEW WATER METER  
**Progress –** Meter installed  
**Weeks of June 15-28 – Connect meter to building automation***

HATHORN HALL CEILING REPAIR  
**Progress –**  
***Weeks of June 15-28 –***

STRATTON HALL BATHROOM COUNTERTOPS  
**Progress –** Contractor to make final sink top measurements  
**Weeks of June 15-28 – Request 2 additional bids***
STRATTON HALL LAUNDRY NEW DRAIN LINES
Progress – Plumbing repairs complete
Weeks of June 15-28 – Re-pour concrete floor

UC PETE’S CREEK FLOOR TILE
Progress – Red Tile at UC Loading Dock
Weeks of June 15-28 – Install scheduled July 14-18

UC HERITAGE HALL & C-STORE NEW LED LIGHTS
Progress – C-Store Lights Installed
Weeks of June 15-28 –

Exterior/Misc. Projects

SH FOUNDATION REPAIRS
Progress – Expect work to begin early July